
 

 

 

An interpretation of Child Safety Requirements from 19.02.14 

EN13120 Safety Regulations for Blind Cords and Chains 
 

The law defines 3 safe measures:  

Blinds being Safe By Design, eg pole operated roof blinds, or wand operated blinds. 

And/or: Blinds with integral safety features, eg breakaway cord connectors. 

And/or: Blinds with external safety features, eg cleats to stow cords away safely. 

 

In essence: 

1: A roller blind is best with motor operation. 2nd best is with spring operation and 

no cord to pull it – eg by using a handle. If there is a cord it must be no longer than 

200mm! Now it is almost impossible to have a functioning side-winder system in 

many cases. If used, there must be a breakaway chain connector and a chain tidy 

attached to an adjoining wall or sill AT MIN 1.5m off Floor level. 

 
2: A vertical blind can no longer have cords and chains that drop to near-floor level. 

Effectively, they need to have wand-operation only. A sloping vertical blind – say - 

would need (a) no cord or chain below 1.5m off floor, and (b) a cleat for the cord at 

min 1.5 m off floor and (c) a chain tidy for the chain at min 1.5m off floor. This 

seems impractical. Bizarrely, however, any link-chains at the bottom are quite OK. 

 

3: A venetian blind needs to have a breakaway cord connector close to the top of 

the blind where multi-cords join into a single cord (usually), and to have 1 or 2 

cleats at min 1.5m off floor to stow the cord fully, leaving max 100mm at the end. 

 

4: A roman blind needs essentially the same as a venetian blind. And the folds 

must not be further apart than 200mm, because the cords behind the blind cannot 
form loops of more than 200mm long. Or it could use the HD Smart-Cord system if 

it’s a Hunter Douglas (HD) blind. 

 

5: A pleated blind should be cord-tensioned if possible, or use the HD Lite-Rise 

system if free-hanging, or use the HD Smart-Cord system if its top is too high to 

reach by hand / its bottom is too low to reach comfortably. 

 

6: A roof blind of any kind would be difficult to keep legal and practical if corded. It 

needs to be pole operated or motorised, as most of them are. 

 

7: A low blind (eg on the stairs) is not possible with a cord operation. The required 

cleats must be higher than 1.5m above floor level and so the top of the blind must 

be well above that. This would apply to low-level gable blinds especially. 
 

8: No looped cord or chain must ever fall below 600mm off floor level, basically. 


